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Type and effect system
Contracts are a proven tool in software development. They provide specifications for oper-
ations that may be statically verified or dynamically validated by contract monitoring.
We investigate the properties of contract monitoring for languages with contracts and
effects using a monadic semantics. We study three combinations of evaluation orders and
contract monitoring styles: call-by-value and call-by-name with eager monitoring and call-
by-name with delayed monitoring.
In each case, an effect system ensures that contract monitoring does not change the
meaning of a program and guarantees that contract monitoring is idempotent. Themonadic
semantics enables us to study design choices, to formalize implementations, to pinpoint the
differences between contracts in the three combinations, and to verify algebraic laws.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Design by contract [19] is a methodology for constructing correct software. Each operation is associated with a contract
that defines two assertions, a precondition and a postcondition, for the operation. The contract is fulfilled if the usual partial
correctness condition is true: If the input meets the precondition and the operation produces output, then the output is
obliged to meet the postcondition. A program run violates a contract if any of the pre- or postconditions of the operations
involved is false. Thus, a contract provides a (partial) specification of an operation that every implementation of the operation
must fulfill.
While contracts can be verified statically, in practice they are often enforced dynamically using contract monitoring
(cf. Eiffel [17,18], Java [1,16], Scheme [14], or Haskell [15]): The implementation of an operation with monitoring checks the
preconditionbeforeperforming its computationandchecks thepostconditionbefore returning to its caller. If theprecondition
of the operation is false, then it raises an exception blaming its caller. Conversely, if the postcondition does not hold, then
the operation blames itself.
The semantics of contract monitoring is intricate, and its correct and complete implementation is non-trivial [8] (see
Section 7 for further discussion on related work). The main semantical problem is the relation between the result of eval-
uating an expression and evaluating the same expression guarded with a contract. Thus, our investigation compares the
different ways that contractsmay be combinedwith programs, that is, it compares the results of programswith andwithout
contract enforcement as well as the effect of repeated contract enforcement. This comparison leads to properties which also
make sense from a practical point of view: contract monitoring should guarantee meaning preservation (MP) and behave
idempotently (IP).
< This article expands on the talk given at the 20th Nordic Workshop on Programming Theory, NWPT 2008, Tallinn, 19–21 November 2008.∗ Corresponding author.
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MP: If a program run with contract monitoring enabled has no contract violations, then disabling contract monitoring
should not change its meaning.
IP: Applying a contract multiple times is equivalent to applying it once.
TheMP property ensures that developers may enable contract monitoring for a test version of their software and safely
disable contract monitoring for the release version, without running the risk that the test and the release versions behave
differently. The IP property ensures a meaningful notion of contract composition. A third property is imaginable which
compares a program run with contract monitoring disabled to a program run with contract monitoring enabled. However,
it is just the contraposition of MP so it does not lead to new insights.
In the context of call-by-value evaluation, there is only one sensiblemode of contractmonitoring. Thismode corresponds
to its implementation in Eiffel, Java, and Scheme and is the one we just described.
In the context of call-by-name evaluation, there are at least two options, eager monitoring and delayed monitoring. Eager
monitoring enforces an assertionwhen it is demanded: It checks the preconditionwhen the function demands its argument
and it checks the postcondition when the caller demands the function’s result. This eager strategy sometimes leads to
undesirable behavior which violates the IP property as pointed out by Hinze and coworkers [15].
We have developed a monadic formalization which precisely pinpoints where eager monitoring imposes too many re-
strictions on expressions subject to a contract. Hence, we propose delayed monitoring as an alternative form of contract
monitoring for languages with call-by-name evaluation. Delayed monitoring places no restrictions on expressions subject
to a contract and enjoys the MP and IP properties. It defers enforcement of an assertion until all values that it depends
on are evaluated by user code. Thus, monitoring only proceeds as far as the user code itself can observe. Violations that
the user code cannot observe, yet, are considered to be invisible. Perhaps surprisingly, this delayed interpretation has a
logical foundation: While eager monitoring checks properties according to classical logic, delayed monitoring relies on a
three-valued logic.
Although we are providing a Haskell implementation for delayed monitoring, it should be noted that the technical
results presented in the paper are not readily applicable to Haskell because our technical framework relies on monadic
translations. Such translations are available for call-by-value and call-by-name evaluation, but none is known for call-by-
need.
Contributions
We have developed a semantic framework for specifying and comparing contract monitoring in functional languages.
The basis of the framework is an extended version of Moggi’s monadic metalanguage [20] with a fixed monad providing for
nontermination, mutable state, and exceptions1 and an effect system for keeping track of the effects.
We have developed the semantics of two styles of contract monitoring for impure functional languages with call-by-
name evaluation, eager and delayed monitoring. Both are defined by translation into the metalanguage. We also use the
metalanguage to specify the (well-known) contract monitoring strategy for call-by-value evaluation.
The semantics enables us to formally prove (or disprove) the MP and IP properties. The semantics also explains and
helps fixing a problemwith eagermonitoring observed by Hinze and coworkers [15].We define and prove correct a criterion
that fixes the problem by imposing a suitable typing discipline.
Finally, we present a prototype implementation of delayed monitoring in Haskell. 2
Overview
The basis of our investigation is an impure language with contracts introduced in Section 2. Its semantics is specified by
translation to a version of Moggi’s monadic metalanguage, which is defined in Section 3. The metalanguage is the basis for
the formalization of three different styles of contract monitoring: Section 4 describes the results of the formal specification
of eager contractmonitoring for call-by-value evaluation, Section 5 specifies the system for eager contractmonitoring under
call-by-name evaluation, and Section 6 provides the system for delayed contractmonitoring under call-by-name evaluation.
We discuss related work in Section 7. Section 8 concludes and gives pointers to future work.
2. A language with contracts
Westudyλ?!, a simply-typed lambdacalculusextendedwithcontracts.Afterdefining its syntax,wepresent someexample
contracts and discuss their interpretation.Meaning preservation and idempotency fail to hold for some of the example terms
because the syntax of λ?! admits arbitrary side-effects in certain contracts.
1 Usually, call-by-name languages provide non-termination as the only effect. However, there is often a back door that allows other effects to creep in. In
Haskell, this back door is called unsafePerformIO.
2 The implementation is available from http://proglang.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/projects/contracts/.
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Fig. 1. Syntax of the source language. x, f ∈ Var and ρ ∈ Reg drawn from countably infinite sets of variables and region constants.
Fig. 2. Definitions of example contracts.
2.1. Syntax
Fig. 1 defines the syntax of λ?!. Expressions S comprise variables, unit values, introduction and elimination forms for
recursive functions, pairs, and sums, as well as exceptions and references. Reference initialization, written refρ S, specifies
the region ρ in which the reference is to be allocated. The expression seq x ⇐ S1; S2 is a strict let-expression that evaluates
S1, binds the result to x, and thenevaluates S2.Weuseseq in theproofs of formalproperties of thevarious contractmonitoring
styles.
Contract enforcement, !C S, asserts that S fulfills contract C. We call S the subject of C. Contract enforcement either throws
a special blame exception if the contract fails or it returns the expression’s value if the contract holds.
There are five forms of contracts that serve as some sort of filter on their subject. A predicate contract ?x.S evaluates S
with the binding of x to the subject. It returns the subject if S is true. If S is false, it raises a blame exception. Otherwise, the
contract behaves just like S: it may raise an exception or it may not terminate.
A function contract x : C1 → C2 confines its subject to be a function with precondition C1 and postcondition C2. It binds
the variable x to the function’s argument so that the postcondition C2 can refer to it. A pair contract C1 × C2 (sum contract
C1 + C2) restricts the components of a pair (sum) according to C1 and C2. Finally, C1 & C2 denotes the conjunction of C1 and
C2, which is realized as a composition that first applies C2 to the subject and then C1 to the result.
Notation. Wewriteλx.S insteadofrec f (x) = S if f isnot free inS and let≡ indicate syntacticequality.Weset true ≡ in1 ()
and false ≡ in2 () to define the conditional: if S then e1 else e2 ≡ case S of in1 x1 : e1; in2 x2 : e2 where x1, x2 are fresh.
2.2. Examples
This section introduces a range of contract termswritten inλ?! extendedwith integers and some primitives. They serve as
running examples which are discussed throughout the paper. Let Cid ≡ ?x.true be the identity contract. The discussion part
of each example focuses on the fulfillment of theMP and IP properties by comparing contract monitoring for call-by-value
with eager contract monitoring for call-by-name on an intuitive level. Fig. 2 summarizes the definitions of the example
contracts.
1. The predicate contract Cpredpair ≡ ?x.case x of (x1, x2) : x1 < x2 asserts that the first component of a pair is smaller
than the second.
Under call-by-value evaluation, Cpredpair enjoys MP and IP. Under call-by-name evaluation with eager monitoring,
neitherMPnor IPholdunless theeffectof thepair’s components is restricted to reading referencecells. (Nontermination
is also ruled out by this effect restriction.) Consider applying the contract to the pair (set y (get y + 1), 0). In a context
that only extracts the second component, the write operation takes place if monitoring is enabled, but is ignored
without it. Moreover, enforcing the contract once leaves a different value in y than enforcing it twice. (Under call-by-
need evaluation, which we do not consider in this article, the contract would fulfill IP.)
2. The function contract Csqrt ≡ x : (?x.x ≥ 0)→ (?y.y ∗ y = x) guarantees that a function computes the square root
unless its argument is negative.
Under call-by-value evaluation, Csqrt enjoysMP and IP because its pre- and postconditions terminate and do not have
side-effects. Under call-by-name evaluation, the situation is very similar to Example1: If f is the function resulting from
attaching the contract to some function g, thenMP and IP only hold if the effect of f ’s argument is restricted to reading
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reference cells (because the contract’s postcondition evaluates the argument even if g does not). Section 6 investigates
delayed contract monitoring for call-by-name evaluation as a remedy for the situations discussed in Examples1 and2.
3. Suppose that π is an expression the evaluation of which may not terminate. Enforcing the pair contract
Cpairexc ≡ (?x.if x = 42 then raise else true)× (?x.π)
raises an exception on pairs with first component 42 (the exception is neither caught nor converted to a contract failure)
and may not terminate unless the predicate π terminates.
Idempotency of the pair contract Cpairexc should be obvious. However, it does not always preserve the meaning of
programs.With contract monitoring enabled, accessing the first component may trigger an exception and accessing the
second component may result in a non-terminating computation. Neither outcome is possible if contract monitoring is
disabled, unless the user code itself exerts these side effects.
An alternative semantics of contracts might interpret raising of an exception or nontermination of a contract as a
contract failure, in which caseMPwould be trivially true.
4. The sum contract Csumset ≡ (?x.set y (get y + 1))+ Cid uses a global reference cell y for counting how often the
contract is enforced on an expression of the form in1 S.
The sum contract Csumset neither preserves the meaning nor is it idempotent because it writes to a global reference
cell.
5. The contract Cconj ≡ Cpair & Cpredpair where Cpair ≡ (?x.x < 0)× Cid is a conjunction which asserts that the first
component of a pair is negative and smaller than the second.
As pointed out by Hinze and coworkers [15], a composition of contracts is, in general, not idempotent under a call-by-
name evaluation strategy with eager monitoring.
Consider the expression
case !Cconj (1, 2) of (x1, x2) : false
Because of the interpretation of contract conjunction as composition, it is equivalent to
case !Cpair (!Cpredpair (1, 2)) of (x1, x2) : false
which evaluates to false because Cpredpair is imposed first and succeeds. Then the pair contract Cpair is imposed but never
checked because the pair’s components are not evaluated.
However, evaluating the expression
case !Cconj (!Cconj (1, 2)) of (x1, x2) : false
which is equivalent to
case !Cpair (!Cpredpair (!Cpair (!Cpredpair (1, 2)))) of (x1, x2) : false
raises a blame exception because enforcing Cpredpair a second time triggers the evaluation of the formerly unchecked
Cpair. See Sections 5.4 and 5.5 for further discussion.
For call-by-value, we can construct an analogous example to show that a composition of arbitrary contracts is not
idempotent, either. The trick is to reconstruct the call-by-name behavior using thunks. Let
Cthunkpred ≡ ?x.case x of (x1, x2) : x1() < x2()
Cthunkpair ≡ (y : Cid → (?x.x < 0))× Cid
and observe that
case !(Cthunkpair & Cthunkpred) ((λz.1), (λz.2)) of (x1, x2) : false
evaluates to false because enforcing Cthunkpred leaves the subject unchanged and then Cthunkpair imposes a function
contract on its first component, which is never exercised. On the other hand,
case !(Cthunkpair & Cthunkpred) (!(Cthunkpair & Cthunkpred) ((λz.1), (λz.2))) of (x1, x2) : false
raises a blame exception because the second application of Cthunkpred forces the function contract imposed by Cthunkpair
in the first component, which λz.1 does not fulfill.
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Fig. 3. Extended monadic metalanguage.
3. The extended monadic metalanguage
The monadic metalanguage λML [20] is the term language for strong computational monads. The present work uses
λML+×, an extension of λML with sums and products inspired by MIL [3], as the target language for transformations that
define the dynamic semantics of λ?! under the various monitoring strategies. The general setup extends Wadler’s [21] with
sum and product types and considers a monad with nontermination, mutable state, and exceptions.
Fig. 3 defines syntax, type language, effects, effectful constants, notion of reduction, and evaluation contexts of λML+×.
The syntax of expressions e includes constants c ∈ Const, variables x ∈ Var, abstractions, applications, introduction forms for
unit, pairs, and sums, aswell as themonad’s bindoperation let x ⇐ e in e′ and its returnoperation [e]. Valuesv aredesignated
expression forms: constants, addresses  ∈ Addr ⊆ Var which are modeled as special variables, abstractions, units, pairs
of values, injections of values, the return operations, and partial applications of special constants for effectful operations
(explained shortly). We assume that Var, Addr, and Var \ Addr are countably infinite. Moreover, lambda-expressions only
bind variables in Var \ Addr.
Types t include the unit type ∗, a type refρ t for references of type t allocated in region ρ ∈ Reg, the usual types for pairs,
sums, and functions, as well as the type T(t) for computations resulting in a value of type t and exerting effect . Thus,
a computation delivers a value and performs an additional effect as indicated by . Effects  include nontermination (⊥),
exceptions (e), reading (r(ρ)) and writing (w(ρ)) of references in region ρ , and the union of two effects ( ∪ ). An excep-
tion may be a user exception (u) or blame for a contract violation (b). The union operator ∪ is associative, commutative,
idempotent, and has ∅ as a unit. We write ′ ⊆  when  ∪ ′ =  and ∪ρr(ρ) for {r(ρ) | ρ ∈ Reg}.
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Fig. 4. Equational theory of the metalanguage.
Effectful operations are available through indexed families of constants:
• For any types t1 and t2, and any effect , the constant rect1,t2, constructs a (recursive) function of type t1 → T(t2).• For any type t and any exception e, raisete raises an exception e such that the whole expression has type Te(t).• For any type t, any effects 1 and 2, and any exception e, try_catcht,1,2e takes a computation of type T1(t) and
attaches a handler of type T2(t) for exception e to it. Instead of the postfix notation try_catch
t,1,2
e e1 e2 we use
infix notation for the first argument: try e1 catcht,1,2e e2.• For any type t and any region ρ , reftρ creates a new reference in region ρ for values of type t.
• For any type t and region ρ , gett,ρ reads a reference of type refρ t.• For any type t and region ρ , sett,ρ writes a reference of type refρ t.
For simplicity, we leave the indices of effectful operations written in superscript positions implicit. For example, we write
raisee instead of raisete.
A type environment is a partial mapping  : Var → Type. The judgment   e : t assigns type t to expression e under
type environment . The typing rules are standard [3,21] and thus omitted.
A store is a partial mapping : Addr → Exp. The notation[ → e] updates store at  ∈ Dom() and unionmulti { → e}
extends  at  /∈ Dom().
A configuration is a pair , e of a store and an expression. Evaluation of λML+× is defined through a deterministic small-
step reduction relation →, where 1, e1 → 2, e2 if either (a) e1 ≡ M[e′1] and 1, e′1 −→ 2, e′2 and e2 ≡ M[e′2], or (b)
e1 ≡ M[E[e′1]] and e′1 −→ e′2 and 1 = 2 and e2 ≡ M[E[e′2]].
Theorem 1 (Type soundness). The type system of λML+× is sound.
Many proofs in this paper rely on λML+×’s equational theory. Its equality relation = is the compatible closure of the
equation schemes in Fig. 4. The equalities beta-… are derived from the reductions. The equalities eta-let and let-let are
derived from the monadic axioms [20]. The remaining let-… equalities are commuting conversions.
The last three rules derive type- and effect-dependent equalities. Rule repeat defines repeatable computations which can
be evaluated twice in a row without producing different results. They must not perform both read and write operations in
the same region. Rule swap states that exchangeable computations can be performed in any order. The side conditions on the
rule can be relaxed, but they are sufficient for our purposes. Rule zero describeswhen raising an exception can be considered
as a zero in a monad.
Benton and Kennedy [3] prove that the rules beta-…, eta-let, as well as let-… are operational equivalences, and that the
rules repeat and swap are equivalences in MIL. Similar techniques apply to the proof for rules zero and sum-let. Note that
their language does not support regions.
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4. Eager contract monitoring for call-by-value evaluation
In this section, we define a type and effect system for eager contract monitoring under call-by-value evaluation. We
formalize the semantics of contract monitoring by translation into the extended monadic metalanguage (see Section 3).
Then we show that the formal system ensuresMP and IP.
4.1. Static semantics
Fig. 5 defines a type and effect system for call-by-value evaluation. A type T may be a unit, pair, sum, function, or reference
type. The effect annotation  of the function type T
−→ T denotes the latent effect that may occur when the function is
applied. A typing environment A maps a variable to a type. In line with the abbreviations for true and false, we define the
type bool as ∗ + ∗.
The system comprises a subtyping relation and two typing judgments, one for expressions and one for contracts. Most
rules are standard [3,21], except the rules concerning contracts. The subtyping relation T ≤v T ′ treats function arguments
Fig. 5. Type and effect system for call-by-value. The third subtyping rule (the second to last rule for contracts) abbreviates two rules v-sub-pair and v-sub-sum
(vc-pair and vc-sum) by replacing the symbol×+with× and+. We use this convention throughout the paper.
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contravariantly, reference types invariantly, and everything else covariantly. (The subscript “v” indicates that the subtyping,
the expression typing and the contract typing relation are specific to call-by-value evaluation.) The judgment A v S :
T↓ asserts that S has type T and effect . The judgment A v C  T  T ′ states that C is a contract for expressions
of type T which yields a value of type T ′ and may exert effect  when enforced. The types T and T ′ only differ in their
effects:
• If C is a predicate contract ?x.S, then enforcing C exerts the effects of S and raises b if the contract is violated.
• If C is a function contract x : C1 → C2, then attaching C to a function f adds the effects of C1 and C2 to f ’s latent effect.
The premise  ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ) in the typing rule vc-pred enforces meaning preservation and idempotence of contracts. For exam-
ple, if the predicate S did not terminate, then a program that terminates without contract monitoring might diverge when
contract monitoring is enabled. Similar reasons preclude inclusion of the effects u, w(ρ), and b.
The rule for contract conjunction (vc-conj) ensures that the two contracts involved commute. As already observed by
Hinze et al. [15] and confirmed by our Theorem 5, commutativity ensures idempotency of contract conjunction. It can be
shown that two structurally equivalent (and type-correct) contracts always commute. 3
Examples. When trying to assign types to the examples from Section 2, we see that the type and effect system rules out
contracts that violateMP or IP:
1. A v Cpredpair  (int × int) b (int × int).
2. A v Csqrt  (int −→ int) ∅ (int ∪b−−→ int).
3. No type is derivable for Cpairexc because the contract for the first component raises an exception.
4. No type is derivable for Csumset because the contract for the first summand writes to memory.
5. A v Cconj  (int × int) b (int × int). However, no type is derivable for (Cthunkpair & Cthunkpred) because Cthunkpair
injects a blame effect in the second pair component.
4.2. Dynamic semantics
Fig. 6 defines the call-by-value semantics of λ?! by translation to the metalanguage. The translation has two mutually
recursive parts, one, Sv, for translating expressions S and another, Cv, for translating contracts C. The notation f  g ≡
λx.let y ⇐ g x in f y denotes Kleisli composition.
For the most part, the translation is similar to other monadic translations [2,3,21]. The translation does not optimize
administrative reductions because we use it solely for definitional purposes. It is compatible with the type system:
Theorem 2 (CBV-Translation Preserves Typing).
1. If A v S : T↓, then SvA  SvS : T(SvT).
2. If A v C  T1  T2, then SvA  CvC : SvT1 −→ T2.
Proof. By rule induction. 
Examples. We give translations for Cpredpair and Csqrt from Section 2.
1. CvCpredpair ≡ Cv?x.case x of (x1, x2) : x1 < x2 ≡
λx.let xS ⇐ Svcase x of (x1, x2) : x1 < x2 in
if xS then [x] else raiseb
2. CvCsqrt ≡ Cvx : (?x.x ≥ 0)→ (?y.y2 = x) ≡
λf .[λx.(Cv?y.y2 = x  f  Cv?x.x ≥ 0) x]
4.2.1. Meaning preservation
To prove that contract removal preserves the meaning of programs without contract violations, we define an alternative
translationS′v fromλ?! toλML+× that ignorescontractsandshowthat foreachreductionsequenceofSvSwhich terminates
with a value or a user exception there is a corresponding reduction sequence of S′vSwhich yields the same result.Moreover,
if SvS diverges then so does S′vS.
3 See Section 5.4 for further information on contract conjunction.
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Fig. 6. Call-by-value translation.
Theorem 3. Suppose that S is a closed source term with A v S : T and that ∅, SvS ∗→, a is a finite reduction sequence
with either a ≡ [e] for some expression e or a ≡ raiseu . Then there is a finite reduction sequence ∅, S′vS ∗→′, a′ with
′, a′  , a.
Proof. See Appendix A.1. 
Our effect system ensures that predicate contracts terminate, so that we can proveMP for infinite reduction sequences.
Theorem 4. If S is a closed source termwith A v S : T such that there is an infinite →-reduction sequence starting with∅, SvS
then there is an infinite →-reduction sequence starting with ∅, S′vS.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3. 
One pleasing outcome of the proof is a formal justification for the assumptions that predicate contracts must neither
write to references nor raise exceptions.
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4.2.2. Idempotence
The final step is to prove idempotence of contracts. The most interesting case of the proof is the one for pair contracts.
In a call-by-value setting, a pair contract must check the components of a pair in some arbitrary but fixed order. To show
idempotence, it turns out that it is necessary to swap the order in which the contracts apply to the components. This step
also requires that contracts do not write to memory and do not raise exceptions.
Theorem 5. If A v !C S : T then Sv!C (!C S) = Sv!C S.
Proof. Translating the left and right hand sides with the call-by-value translation yields
Sv!C S
= let xS ⇐ SvS in CvC xS
Sv!C (!C S)
= let xS ⇐ Sv!C S in CvC xS
= let xS ⇐ (let xS ⇐ SvS in CvC xS) in CvC xS
= let xS ⇐ SvS in let xS ⇐ CvC xS in CvC xS
These two translated expressions are equal if CvC = CvCCvC. The proof is by induction on C and equational reasoning
in λML+×. See Appendix A.2 for the details. 
5. Eager contract monitoring for call-by-name evaluation
This section defines a type and effect system for eager contractmonitoring under call-by-name evaluation. Next, it defines
the semantics of eager contractmonitoring by translation to an extended version ofMoggi’s monadicmetalanguage, λML+×.
After presenting the translation and establishing its basic properties, the section goes on to discuss meaning preservation,
contract conjunction, and idempotency of contracts.
5.1. Static semantics
Fig. 7 contains a type and effect system for λ?! with call-by-name evaluation and eager contract monitoring. Every type
is paired with an effect. Thus, there are two categories of types: the category U contains the usual type constructors applied
to T-types, whereas T is a U-type annotated with effect . For example, the U-type bool is defined as ∗∅ + ∗∅. A typing
environment Amaps variables to T-types.
The subtyping relation T ≤n T ′ is standard. (The subscript “n” indicates that the subtyping, the expression typing and
the contract typing relation are specific to call-by-name evaluation.) The judgment A n S : T states that expression S has
type T . Most of the typing rules for expressions are adaptations of the rules for the simply-typed lambda calculus. Rule
n-rec for recursive functions implements a simple termination detection by using the nontermination effect ⊥ in the type
assumption [3]. Function application collects the effects for evaluating the function and for running it, the argument’s effect
is not (directly) considered. The rule for catching exceptions only catches user exceptions, which aremasked out of the effect
of the try-expression. Blame exceptions cannot be caught because doing so would hide a problem detected by monitoring.
Reading a reference in region ρ has the effect r(ρ) combined with the effect of evaluating the reference and its contents,
whereas writing a reference does not evaluate the expression written. The rule for sequential composition indicates that
seq x ⇐ S1; S2 evaluates S1 before evaluating S2 because the effect of S1 is part of the expression’s effect and the value
bound to x does not carry an effect anymore. Applying a contract is similar to a function application, except that there is no
evaluation of the contract so that only the effect of running the contract remains.
The judgment A n C  T  T ′ asserts that C is a contract for expressions of type T which results in an expression of type
T ′ once the contract is enforced. The rule nc-pred for a predicate contract ?x.S types S with the assumption that evaluating x
is effect free. The dynamic semantics (see Section 5) forces evaluation of x before checking the predicate S. The rule for typing
a conjunction C1 & C2 ensures that the order in which C1 and C2 are enforced does not influence typability. In Section 5.5
we show that the order independence of the typing implies that C1 and C2 commute, which in turn implies idempotency of
C1 & C2.
Examples. A review of the example contracts from Section 2.2 yields that contracts Cpairexc, Csumset, and Cconj are rejected
because theywould violateMP or IP. Moreover,Cpredpair (Csqrt) can be enforced only on pairs (functions)whose components
(arguments) have an effect contained in ∪ρr(ρ).
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Fig. 7. Type and effect system for call-by-name with eager contract monitoring.
1. A n Cpredpair  (int1 ×int2)′  (int1 ×int2)1∪2∪′∪b with 1 ∪ 2 ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ). The typing rule for a predicate
contract first strips the top-level effect of the incoming pair (as this effect happens anyway when the pair is evaluated).
Thus, eliminating the pair has no effect, but evaluating x1 < x2 has effect 1 ∪ 2, which is thus the effect of the entire
boolean expression. Finally, the predicate rule imposes the read restriction on exactly this effect. Here is the full typing
derivation (assuming a base type int and the obvious rule n-lt for typing the< operator):
1 ∪ 2 ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ)
n-var
A′(x) = (int1 × int2)∅
A′ n x : (int1 × int2)∅
for i = 1, 2:
A′′(xi) = inti
A′′ n xi : inti n-var
A′, x1 : int1 , x2 : int2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: A′′
n x1 < x2 : bool1∪2 n-lt
A, x : (int1 × int2)∅︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: A′
n case x of (x1, x2) : x1 < x2 : bool1∪2
n-case-pair
A n ?x.case x of (x1, x2) : x1 < x2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Cpredpair
 (int1 × int2)′  (int1 × int2)1∪2∪′∪b nc-pred
The typing reveals that this contract cannot be applied to a pair (S, 0) for a possibly diverging S because (S, 0) would
have type (int⊥ × int∅)∅ and⊥ ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ). Section 6 addresses this shortcoming.
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2. A n Csqrt  (int∪b −→ int′)′′  (int −→ int∪′∪b)′′ with  ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ). Here is a partial typing derivation with
obvious parts being omitted:
nc-pred
...
A, x : int∅ n x ≥ 0 : bool∅
A n?x.x ≥ 0  int  int∪b
...
A, x : int, y : int∅ n (y ∗ y) = x : bool  ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ)
A, x : int n?y.(y ∗ y) = x  int′  int∪′∪b
nc-pred
A n x : (?x.x ≥ 0)→ (?y.(y ∗ y) = x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Csqrt
 (int∪b −→ int′)′′  (int −→ int∪′∪b)′′ nc-fun
This typing reveals the same shortcoming of eager contract monitoring as in the previous example. Again, because
⊥ ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ) a function !Csqrt f cannot be applied to a potentially nonterminating argument of type int⊥.
3. No type is derivable for Cpairexc because the contract for the first component may raise an exception.
4. No type is derivable for Csumset because the contract for the first summand writes to memory.
5. No type is derivable for Cconj: we have A n Cpair  (int1 × int2)  (int1∪b × int2∪b) but no type is derivable
for !Cpredpair (!Cpair x) because Cpredpair does not accept pairs of type (int1∪b × int2∪b) .
5.2. Dynamic semantics
Fig. 8 defines the dynamic semantics of λ?! under call-by-name evaluation and eager contract monitoring by translation
to λML+×. The translation consists of two mutually recursive parts, Sn, for translating expressions S, their types T , U, and
type assumptions, and Cn for translating contracts C. The translation of expressions, types, and type assumptions is a
standard call-by-name monadic translation. The translation of contracts requires some explanation.
As each translated expression has a computation type T(t), the translation of a contract is a function thatmaps a subject
computation to another computation. Contract enforcement just applies this function to the subject. The contract function
is not wrapped in a computation type.
The translation of a predicate contract first evaluates the subject, thus performing the effect of its evaluation once. This
construction is required for two reasons. First, performing this evaluation is correct and does not affect the semantics as the
evaluation of the contract is caused by a demand for the subject. Second, it avoids potential repetition of the evaluation of
the subject (and its effect) during evaluation of the predicate itself.
Next, the resulting value y is wrapped in a trivial computation and passed to the translation of the predicate. If the result
of the predicate is true, then the result of the contract is the wrapped value, otherwise it raises the blame exception.
The translations of the structural contracts all follow the same pattern. Each kind of contract evaluates its subject, then
instruments the resulting value to enforce the subcontracts, andfinallywraps the result in a trivial computation. The function
contract y : C1 → C2 returns the composition of C2, the original function, and C1. The pair contract C1 × C2 returns the pair
constructed of the components of the original pair after application of C1 and C2 to them. The sum contract C1 + C2 returns
a tagged value after untagging the original value and applying C1 or C2 to it, depending on the original tag.
As advertised before, the translation of the conjunction contract C1 & C2 is the composition of the translations of C1 and C2
so that C2 is applied first to the subject. The choice of enforcing C2 first is somewhat arbitrary. However, it does not influence
the dynamic semantics because our type system rules out the conjunction of non-commuting contracts (see Section 5.4).
The translation passes the basic metatheoretical sanity check in that it preserves typing.
Theorem 6 (CBN-Translation Preserves Typing).
1. If A n S : T, then SnA  SnS : SnT.
2. If A n C  T1  T2, then SnA  CnC : SnT1 −→ T2.
Proof. By rule induction. 
Examples. Here are the translations of Cpredpair and Csqrt from Section 2.
1. CnCpredpair ≡ Cn?x.case x of (x1, x2) : x1 < x2 ≡
λz.let y ⇐ z in
(λx.let xS ⇐ Sncase x of (x1, x2) : x1 < x2 in
if xS then x else raiseb ) [y]
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Fig. 8. Call-by-name translation of λ?! to λML+× with eager contract monitoring.
2. CnCsqrt ≡ Cnx : (?x.x ≥ 0)→ (?y.y ∗ y = x) ≡
λz.let z′ ⇐ z in [λx.Cn?y.y ∗ y = x (z′ (Cn?x.x ≥ 0 x))]
5.3. Meaning preservation
To prove meaning preservation for typed terms, we define an alternative translation S′n that ignores contracts and
construct a reduction correspondence between evaluations under Sn and S′n. In the following, , e → ′, e′ denotes
the single-step reduction relation of λML+×, where  ranges over stores mapping addresses to expressions. Moreover,
, e ′ ′, e′ denotes syntactic equality up to the difference between terms transformed by SnS and S′nS.
Theorem 7. Suppose that S is a closed source term with A n S : T and that ∅, SnS ∗→, a is a finite reduction sequence with
either a ≡ [e] for some expression e or a ≡ raiseu.
Then there is a finite reduction sequence ∅, S′nS ∗→′, a′ with ′, a′ ′ , a.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3. 
Because our effect system prevents nonterminating contract predicates we can prove that nontermination is not caused
by contract monitoring.
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Theorem 8. If S is a closed source termwith A n S : T such that there is an infinite →-reduction sequence startingwith∅, SnS
then there is an infinite →-reduction sequence starting with ∅, S′nS.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3. 
5.4. Conjunction and commutativity
The final property that we are after is idempotency. This property is surprisingly subtle and first requires some discussion
about conjunction and commutativity of contracts. We then prove idempotency in Section 5.5.
Hinze and coworkers [15] observe that contracts are not idempotent in a lazy setting with non-termination as the only
effect. It turns out that two factors contribute to the lack of idempotency for their contract language. First, their language
includes a conjunction operator for contracts, which is interpreted as in λ?! as composition of contracts. Second, their
counterexample for idempotency forms the conjunction of a predicate contract and a structural contract (i.e., a function,
pair, or sum contract).
The counterexample given by Hinze and coworkers is very similar to the example contract Cconj defined in Section 2.2.
We have already seen that Cconj is not idempotent because
case !Cconj (1, 2) of (x1, x2) : false
evaluates to falsewhereas
case !Cconj (!Cconj (1, 2)) of (x1, x2) : false
signals a contract violation.
The principal reason for this failure lies in the non-commutativity of Cpredpair and Cpair.
Definition 1 (Commutativity). Two contracts C1, C2 commute if and only if, for all expressions S,
!C1 (!C2 S) = !C2 (!C1 S)
where= denotes equality in the metalanguage.
It is easy to see that Cpredpair and Cpair do not commute. The expression
S1 ≡ case !Cpair (!Cpredpair (1, 2)) of (x1, x2) : false
evaluates to falsewhereas
S2 ≡ case !Cpredpair (!Cpair (1, 2)) of (x1, x2) : false
signals a contract violation.
We can show that the loss of commutativity (and hence idempotency) in the call-by-name setting is directly attributable
to mixing a structural contract with a predicate contract that scrutinizes its argument. (A predicate contract scrutinizes its
argument either through a case expression or by calling it as a function.)
Lemma 1 (Commutativity).
1. Predicate contracts commute with each other.
2. A predicate contract and a structural contract commute if the predicate contract does not scrutinize its argument.
3. Two structural contracts C1 ≡ C′1 δ C′′1 and C2 ≡ C′2 δ C′′2 commute if C′1 commutes with C′2 and C′′1 commutes with C′′2 (for
δ ∈ {×, +, →}).
4. A contract C1 ≡ C11 & C12 and a contract C2 commute if C11 and C12 both commute with C2.
Proof. By translation and equational reasoning in the metalanguage. 
It is tempting to askwhetherwe really need predicate contracts and structural contracts. For example, without structural
contracts, commutativity would hold trivially. The following two propositions demonstrate that we lose expressiveness if
we dispense with predicate or structural contracts.
Proposition 1. The predicate contract C ≡ ?x.false cannot be simulated by any structural contract.
Proof. By definition, !C S raises an exception for any expression S. But for any of C′ ≡ C1 × C2, C1 + C2, or y : C1 → C2,
there is a choice of S such that !C′ S yields a value (i.e., does not raise an exception). For example, if C′ ≡ C1 × C2 then choose
S ≡ (S1, S2) to obtain the result !C′ S = (!C1 S1, !C2 S2). 
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Proposition 2. The contract C ≡ C′ × C′ where C′ ≡?x.false cannot be simulated by any predicate contract.
Proof. It holds that !C (1, 2) = (!C′ 1, !C′ 2) and
case !C (1, 2) of (x1, x2) : x1 = !C′ 1 = raise b
Let C′′ ≡ ?x.S be any predicate contract. If C′′ is trivial (i.e., S returns true for all x without scrutiny), then
case !C′′ (1, 2) of (x1, x2) : x1 = 1 = raise b
If C′′ is non-trivial, then there is some (S1, S2) for which C′′ fails. But then the context
case ![ ] (S1, S2) of (x1, x2) : true
distinguishes between C′′ (result: fail) and C (result: true). 
5.5. Idempotency
Closer examination of the example in the preceding section shows that S1 is well-typed, but S2 is not. The source of
the typing problem is !Cpredpair (!Cpair (1, 2)), which attempts to inject a blame effect inside the argument of Cpredpair. This
observationmotivates the typing rule for contract conjunction in Fig. 7,which restricts conjunctions to commuting contracts,
as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If A n C1 & C2  T  T ′ and A n S : T then Sn!C1 (!C2 S) = Sn!C2 (!C1 S).
Proof. From A n C1 & C2  T  T ′ we obtain that C1 and C2 commute by performing a simultaneous induction on C1 and
C2 and by applying Lemma 1 where appropriate. 
We now can prove idempotency.
Theorem 9. Suppose that A n !C S : T. Then Sn!C (!C S) = Sn!C S.
Proof. By expansion of the definition of the translation we find the following identities.
Sn!C S = CnCSnS
Sn!C (!C S) = CnC (CnCSnS)
Hence, in the call-by-name case we must prove that CnC = CnC ◦ CnC. The proof is by induction on C using equational
calculation. See Appendix B.2. 
6. Delayed contract monitoring for call-by-name evaluation
This section develops delayed contract monitoring for call-by-name evaluation, a novel alternative to eager contract
monitoring for call-by-name. The motivation comes from recalling two examples in Section 2 and their typings in
Section 5.1:
• The type of contract
Cpredpair ≡ ?x.case x of (x1, x2) : x1 < x2
is
(int1 × int2)′  (int1 × int2)1∪2∪′∪b
with 1 ∪ 2 ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ). Hence, we cannot attach it to the pair (S, 0) for a possibly diverging S because (S, 0) would
have type (int⊥ × int∅)∅.
• Contract
Csqrt ≡ x : (?x.x ≥ 0)→ (?y.y ∗ y = x)
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has type
(int∪b −→ int′)′′  (int −→ int∪′∪b)′′
with  ⊆ ∪ρr(ρ), so that a function of the form !Csqrt f cannot take an argument of type int⊥.
The problemwith both example contracts is that they are too eager: Cpredpair forces evaluation of both pair components and
Csqrt forces evaluation of the function argument. The type system restricts the effects of the subjects of Cpredpair and Csqrt to
guarantee meaning preservation and idempotency.
Delayed contract monitoring addresses this problem by staying in line with the program’s observation of the expression
under the call-by-name evaluation strategy. It only enforces observable contracts, in the sense that assertions are only
checked if and when the user code observes a combination of values that violates the contract.
Delayed contract monitoring does not evaluate the predicate of Cpredpair before the program has forced evaluation of
both pair components. Similarly, the postcondition of Csqrt would only be checked if the function attached to Csqrt was
strict.
There is an interesting logical point of view for comparing eager and delayed contract monitoring for functions. Let
P and Q be the pre- and postcondition of a function contract. The contract states that, given an argument fulfilling P,
the function returns a result fulfilling Q if it terminates. Thus, eager monitoring guarantees that P is true on entry to
the function and that P ∧ Q is true after returning from the function. It turns out that delayed monitoring establishes
the same conditions, but interprets them in a different logic: strict three valued logic with truth values T, F, and U (un-
known) with the usual definedness ordering, which is the least partial order ≤ fulfilling U ≤ T and U ≤ F. The un-
known outcome indicates that not all values needed are available, yet, and monitoring interprets it as “carry on with the
computation until a provable contract violation arises”. Hence, delayed monitoring guarantees that P ≤ T on entry to
the function and that P ∧ Q ≤ T on exit. Intuitively, it means that evaluation of the function body proceeds as long as
the precondition P has not been proven wrong and analogously for the context of the function call and the postcondi-
tion Q .
6.1. Intuitive explanation
To enable delayed contract monitoring, contracts do no longer access subjects directly but through special reference
cells called boxes. A box is empty as long as the corresponding part of the subject has not been reduced to a value, oth-
erwise it carries the value. If contract enforcement finds a box empty, it delays evaluation of the contract until the box is
filled.
Basically, delayed monitoring wraps the subject of a contract such that a box is associated with every inspected part of
the value. This box is initially empty and it gets filled when the corresponding part is evaluated. Syntactically, box variables
ξ access boxes.
For example, suppose S is a pair of type int×int. To enforce a predicate contract on S, delayedmonitoring creates three
boxes, a top-level box for the whole value and two subsidiary boxes for the int components. Once evaluation has produced
a value (S1, S2), it fills the top-level box with this pair. If further evaluation produces values for S1 or S2, then these values
are put into the appropriate subsidiary boxes.
The actual contract code is linked to these boxes in a subject-observer style. Initially, all assertions are put in an assertion
list. Every time a new box gets filled, the system attempts to evaluate the assertions in the list. There are three possible
outcomes. First, the assertion may succeed, in which case it is removed from the list. Second, the assertion may not be able
to complete because it depends on boxes which are still empty. In this case, it is put back on the assertion list. Third, the
assertion may fail, in which case the blame exception is raised.
To enable this sort of delayed contract monitoring, predicate contracts are restricted to inspect the subject only with
special elimination expressions, CASE, which we call patterns 4 (see P in Fig. 9). They always decompose a value bound to a
box variable and bind its components to other box variables.
Examples
1. The predicate contract
C
′
predpair ≡?ξ.CASE ξ OF (ξ1, ξ2) : ξ1 < ξ2
asserts that the first component of a pair is smaller than the second, but only if the program forces both components of
the pair. It corresponds to Cpredpair in Section 2.2.
2. The function contract
C
′
sqrt ≡ ξ ′ : (?ξ.ξ ≥ 0)→ (?ξ.ξ 2 = ξ ′)
4 Not to be mistaken for Haskell-like patterns.
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asserts that a function computes the square root when applied to an non-negative argument. Delayed contract monitor-
ing enforces the pre- and postconditions of C ′sqrt only if the subject of the contract is a strict function. C ′sqrt corresponds
to Csqrt in Section 2.2.
3. The predicate contract
Cpairpair ≡ ?ξ.CASE ξ OF (ξ1, ξ2) :
CASE ξ1 OF (ξ11, ) :
CASE ξ2 OF (ξ21, ) : ξ11 = ξ21
is a contract which asserts that S11 = S21 holds for a pair of pairs ((S11, S12), (S21, S22)). It is enforced as soon as the
program demands both S11 and S21. In this example, Sij are arbitrary expressions.
Section 6.2 formalizes a static semantics for delayed contract monitoring. Section 6.3 defines the dynamic semantics,
again by translation to λML+×. Finally, Section 6.4 presents a Haskell implementation of delayed contract monitoring. For
brevity, the formalization does not deal with sum types: their treatment is analogous to product types.
6.2. Static semantics
Fig. 9 shows the call-by-name source language with delayed monitoring. It is based on the syntax of expressions (Fig. 1)
as well as on the syntax of effects, types, environments, and the typing rules defined in Fig. 7.
Each contract enforcement, !ρC S, carries a unique region annotation ρ specifying that only boxes allocated in ρ may be
read in C. The user regions as well as regions for other contract enforcements are different from ρ . The expression form ξ
denotes a box variable drawn from a countably infinite subset of box variables BVar ⊆ Var. This special kind of variable is
used to access the content of a box and it is only bound by contracts.
Two contract forms are different from the forms in Fig. 1: the function contract ξ : C1 → C2 makes the function argument
available to thepostconditionC2 through theboxξ . Thepredicate contract ?ξ.P bindsaboxvariableξ anddefines itspredicate
through a pattern P, which is either an expression or decomposes a box variable into a pair of box variables. This section
elides the sum contract as it does not yield further insight.
There is a new exception effect dwhich signals that the value of an empty box is accessed. The programmer cannot catch
this exception, but contract monitoring uses it as a notification that a contract must be temporarily suspended.
Fig. 9. Source language for call-by-name with delayed monitoring.
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Fig. 10. Types with box annotations.
The typing rules express a box-type as a type abbreviation: boxρ(T) ≡ refρ (T + ∗∅)∅. Thus, a box-typem-boxρ(t) is
essentially a reference cell holding an optional value of type t. The typing rule for box variables indicates that accessing a box
variable may find an empty box and thus raise a d exception. The rule for contract enforcement passes the region annotation
into the typing judgment for contracts, A d C ρ T  T .
The typing rule for predicate contracts allows the effect r(ρ) ∪ d in pattern P, so that P can read boxes in region ρ . 5
Moreover, the outgoing type U2 may have additional effects (r(ρ), w(ρ), and b) at any of its subterms due to the premise
U1 ⇓r(ρ)∪w(ρ)∪b Bξ P  U2, as explained in the next paragraph. Similarly, the rules for function and pair contracts add
these effects to the top-level of their outgoing types. The additional effects are required because the dynamic semantics (see
Fig. 12) instruments the outgoing expressions to allow for delayed contract monitoring. The typing judgment for patterns,
A  P ρ T , asserts that P has type T .
The function Bξ P translates a pattern P into an annotated type B. The judgment U ⇓ B  U′ uses the annotated type
B to attach effect  at certain positions of U, resulting in U′. Both are defined in Fig. 10.
For example, consider contract Cpairpair. To implement delayed contract monitoring, means to translate this contract into
a function that instruments a pair ((S11, S12), (S21, S22)) such that the predicate S11 = S21 is checked when both S11 and S21
have been reduced to values. But how do we perform this instrumentation? And, how does it change the type?
An annotated type B mirrors the structure of a type U and specifies at which positions inside U instrumentations and
type changes are necessary. For an annotated type, no instrumentation and no change of type is necessary. The annotated
type ξ1@B1 × ξ2@B2 specifies that a pair (S1, S2) has to be instrumented such that once S1 (or S2) becomes a value, all boxes
ξ1i (or ξ2i ) are filled with this value and delayed contracts are enforced. The type changes accordingly. (The notation ξ used
in this figure denotes the sequence ξ1, . . . , ξn, and · stands for the empty sequence.)
The function Bξ P translates a pattern P with respect to box variable ξ into an annotated type. Its definition exploits
that patterns scrutinize only box variables. The operator⊕merges box annotations.
As an example, suppose that P′7 is the pattern used in Cpairpair. After eliminating wildcards from the sequences of box
variables, we have
Bξ P′7 = ξ1@(ξ11@ × ·@) × ξ2@(ξ21@ × ·@)
The judgment U ⇓ B  U′ adds the effect  to those positions in U where the corresponding position in B has a
non-empty sequence of box annotations. The resulting type is U′. For example,
(int11 × int12)1 × (int21 × int22)2
⇓′ ξ1@(ξ11@ × ·@) × ξ2@(ξ21@ × ·@)
 (int11∪′ × int12)1∪′ × (int21∪′ × int22)2∪′
5 Arbitrary read effects∪ρ r(ρ) are no longer allowed in the predicate expression because delayed contract monitoring would cause them to be propagated to
the conclusion, regardless of whether they actually appear in the predicate. It is not difficult to adapt the system presented in this section to allow arbitrary read
effects. However, we regard this choice as bad design: the results of those reads are unpredictable because assertions may be evaluated at any time.
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Examples. We now can assign types to the examples from Section 6.1. In the following, ′ = r(ρ) ∪ w(ρ) ∪ b.
1. A d C ′predpair ρ (int1 × int2)  (int1∪′ × int2∪′)∪′
2. A d C ′sqrt ρ (int1∪′ −→ int1)2  (int1 −→ int1∪′)2∪′
3. Ad Cpairpair((int11×int12)1×(int21×int22)2)  ((int11∪′×int12)1∪′×(int21∪′×int22)2∪′)∪′
The typings show that there are no restrictions on effects. Hence, delayed contract monitoring solves the problem dis-
cussed at the beginning of this section.
6.3. Dynamic semantics
The translation into the monadic metalanguage makes use of the definitions in Fig. 11. The type abbreviation option(t)
denotes the type of an optional value; that is, it provides a distinction between some value and no value. The expressions
some and none are the “constructors” for the option type. The typem-boxρ(t) is the counterpart of the type boxρ(T) from
Fig. 9; in fact, Snboxρ(T) = m-boxρ(SnT). The expression new-boxρ creates a new box, which is initially empty. The
type cstoreρ is the type of contract stores; that is, references to delayed contract expressions. The expression fill-box puts
a value into an optional box if the box is empty and not none. The expression demand-box reads a value from a box and
throws the d exception if the box is empty. The add-to-cstore expression extends a contract storewith a contract expression
e of type Tr(ρ)∪d∪b(∗) after masking out its d effect. The expression check-cstore evaluates the contract expression in the
given contract store.
Fig. 12 defines the translation into the monadic metalanguage. We treat box variables ξ as ordinary variables of the
metalanguage. The translation of contracts, ClCρ w e, is now parameterized: ρ is the region for boxes and the contract
store, variable w represents the contract store, and e is either none or some e′ where e′ is a box intended to hold the value
being checked by C.
The translation of a predicate contract ?ξ.P is a function that takes the subject and returns an instrumented version of
it. The function body allocates boxes corresponding to ξ and the boxes bound in P, adds a suitable checking expression to
the contract store, and enforces delayed contracts. The set Boxes(P) consists of all boxes bound by a CASE expression in P.
The expression added to the contract store w is constructed using the auxiliary translation function P defined in Fig. 13:
PP navigates through the CASE structure of P to find the predicate to evaluate. Another auxiliary function of Fig. 13, I,
performs the instrumentation by inserting the appropriate fill-box and check-cstore operations.
The translation of a function contract yields a function that first allocates a newbox and then behaves like the composition
of the postcondition, the real function, and the precondition. The last argument to the translation of the precondition is
some x′, which causes the box to be filled as soon as the function consumes its argument.
Fig. 11. Abbreviations for the monadic metalanguage.
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Fig. 12. Translation of call-by-name with delayed contract monitoring. See Fig. 8 for the definition of Sn.
Fig. 13. Auxiliary functions for the translation of call-by-name with delayed contract monitoring.
Fig. 14 shows the translation of example C ′predpair. First, the code evaluates the argument value z to variable y. Then it
creates three boxes, ξ , ξ1, and ξ2, corresponding to the scrutinized pair and its two components. The outermost box, ξ , is
filled immediatelywith y as it is already evaluated. The value returned is instrumented so that the first access to a component
triggers its evaluation and fills the corresponding box with the result.
Clearly, the translation in Fig. 12 preserves typability by construction:
Theorem 10 (Translation for Delayed Contract Monitoring Preserves Typing). If A d S : T, then SlA  SlS : SlT.
Proof. By rule induction. 
Delayed monitoring preserves the meaning by construction. Potential failure of MP for eager monitoring is caused by
predicate contracts that evaluate the subject beyond weak head normal form. Delayed monitoring by definition does not
perform any evaluation beyond that of the user code.
To prove meaning preservation for delayed monitoring requires some machinery, which we have sketched in the
Appendix C.1. Briefly, we construct a simulation relation between two typed configurations,′  ′, e′ : t′    , e : t,
which is closed under reduction and prove:
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Fig. 14. ExampleC ′predpair translated to the monadic metalanguage.
Fig. 15. Interface of a Haskell library for delayed contract monitoring.
Theorem 11. Let C be a contract with A d C ρ T  T ′. If SlA  ′0, e′0 : SlT    0, e0 : T(t), ρ a region,
w ∈ Addr(ρ) ⊆ Addr, and e ∈ {none, some  |  ∈ Addr(ρ)} then
SlA  ′0, (ClCρ w e)(e′0) : SlT ′    0, e0 : T(t)
The proof of this theorem relies crucially on the separation of the store in distinct user and system regions and that
the operations new-boxρ , fill-box , check-cstore , and add-to-cstore only have an effect on the system regions. Meaning
preservation follows by induction on the number of contract assertions in a term.
Idempotency holds for essentially the same reason. Both observations rely crucially on the fact that the effects of the
user code affect different memory regions than each of the contract enforcements. Essentially, a side-effect during contract-
enforcement does not affect the outcome of the user code at all, except for possibly causing a contract violation.
6.4. Implementation
We have developed a Haskell implementation of delayed contract monitoring that is based on the interface of Hinze and
coworkers [15]. It is available fromhttp://proglang.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/projects/contracts/. Our implementation does
not enforce the effect system used in the formalization. It is the responsibility of the programmer to prevent side-effects
from invalidating the meaning preservation or idempotency properties. We have tested our code with the Glasgow Haskell
Compiler [13].
Fig. 15 shows the interface of our library. 6 Following Hinze and coworkers we use Generalized Algebraic Data Types
(GADTs) to model contracts in Haskell. As in their implementation, Contract a is the type of contracts for values of type a.
Following our formalization, a predicate contract Prop is constructed from a function of type Box a -> P a.
6 We simplified the interface for the sake of presentation. The real implementation supports blame assignment and additional contract forms.
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A pattern of type P a scrutinizes values of type a. The Pred constructor takes a value of the monadic type CM Bool
because predicates typically use the effectful function demand to read box values. The demand function is the only operation
in the CMmonad. The implementation relies on unsafePerformIO.
The following code is the Haskell version of the Cpairpair contract:
example :: Contract ((Int,a), (Int,b))
example = Prop (\abcd ->
CasePair abcd (\(ab,cd) ->
CasePair ab (\(a,b) ->
CasePair cd (\(c,d) ->
Pred (do x <- demand a
y <- demand c
return $ x == y)))))
The assert function enforces contracts. This interactive GHCi session demonstrates that our implementation delays
contract monitoring until all relevant values are available.
*Main> let p = assert example ((1,2),(3,4))
*Main> fst p
(1,2)
*Main> snd (snd p)
4
*Main> fst (snd p)
*** Exception: contract violation
Porting this example to the real implementation requires annotating predicate contracts and contract arguments with
address information (similar annotations are necessary when using Hinze and collaborators’ library [15]). Assuming that
the sole predicate contract of the example contract carries the annotation "a == c" and that the pair ((1,2),(3,4))
carries the annotation "pair ((1,2),(3,4))", the error message produced by the real implementation looks
like this:
Exception: contract violation: predicate a == c failed, the expression
"pair ((1,2),(3,4))" is to blame
At present, the implementation is purely a proof of concept. For example, there is ample room for performance improve-
ment. As the present implementation collects pending predicates in a list, this list negatively affects the program’s space
behavior to the point that it may introduce space leaks and repeated checking of the pending predicates can slow down the
execution of contracts. While the slow-down can be addressed by directly attaching a predicate to the first unevaluated box
that it tries to access, the bad space behavior seems unavoidable.
7. Related work
Findler and Felleisen [8] give a semantic account of contract monitoring in an object-oriented setting. Most of the diffi-
culties with contracts in object-oriented languages arise from subtyping, which our languages do not have. Their proof of
contract soundness informally assumes that pre- and postconditions of contracts are free of effects. In contrast, our work
employs an effect system that statically rules out programs with effectful contract expressions.
A follow-up article [9] provides a contract system for higher-order functions. Their contract calculus λCon extends the
λ-calculuswith contracts, similar to our languageλ?!. In addition to the features ofλ?!, their calculusλCon includes first-class
contracts and blame assignment. These extensions should be orthogonal to the aspects discussed in this paper. The dynamic
semantics of λCon is call-by-value, whereas we define the dynamic semantics of λ?! for call-by-value and call-by-name.
Moreover, contracts in λ?! preserve the meaning of programs and are idempotent, a result which has not been formally
verified for λCon.
Blume and McAllester [4] prove soundness and completeness for a system with structural contracts. Their system is
inspired by previous work of Findler and Felleisen [9]. However, their system only considers non-termination and the
exceptions introduced by contract violations as effects. Ourmonadic contract system supports also effects likemutable state
and is further extensible.
Findler and Blume [10] model contracts by pairs of domain projections. They provide an ordering relation on con-
tracts and give further insights on the most permissive contract. In addition, they address the problem of proper blame
assignment. Like our work, their model is also driven by the central properties of meaning preservation and
idempotency.
Chitil and coworkers [5] argue that an assertion should not force extra evaluation in a lazy language likeHaskell anddefine
and implement a language of lazy assertions. No formal properties have been established for lazy assertions. We come to
a similar conclusion for semantic reasons and thus develop formal underpinnings for their work, too. Our implementation
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of lazy monitoring is novel and significantly different from theirs, for instance, they rely on threads to evaluate contracts.
Hence, their system defers evaluation of assertions until the assertion checking thread runs, whereas our implementation
guarantees that contracts are enforced as soon as all values involved are available.
Inspired by this work, Chitil and Huch [6] define a pattern logic for specifying lazy assertions. Their pattern language can
express richer assertions than our systemwith delayed contractmonitoring. For example, they are able to express assertions
on recursively defined data structures. However, their work lacks a formal basis and they do not provemeaning preservation
or idempotency for their assertions.
Findler and coworkers [11] introduce lazy contract checking for immutable data structures in a call-by-value setting. The
goal of their work is to decouple contract definitions from data structure definitions without sacrificing performance. Lazy
contract checking is similar to our notion of delayed contract monitoring. The article of Findler and coworkers describes the
implementation of lazy contract checking in PLT Scheme [7] and evaluates the performance of the implementation. However,
it does not provide a formal basis for lazy contract checking.
Hinze and coworkers [15] introduce a DSL for contracts in Haskell. Our implementation of delayed contract monitoring
extends their DSL, although it includes features which are not supported by our formalization: first-class contracts, blame
assignment, and nonterminating contract predicates. We expect the first two features to be orthogonal extensions of our
formal system. Termination, however, is required to prove meaning preservation.
In recent work, Xu and coworkers [22] present a static contract system for Haskell that checks contracts eagerly. Their
system enjoys the IP andMP properties but does not provide contract conjunction.
Wadler [21] shows that effect systems are closely related to effect-indexedmonads. Because contracts themselves involve
an effect, namely raising a blame exception, it is not surprising that contracts can be realized with monads. In a sense, we
introduce polygamy by also “marrying” monads with contracts.
Besides the work of Benton and Kennedy [3] that investigates the equational theory of effect-indexed monads in the
context of the computational lambda calculus λC , Führmann’s work [12] considers various sublanguages of λC which are
axiomatized by equations. Führmann considers notions like “repeatable”, “central”, and “discardable” which are closely
related to our equations (repeat), (swap), and (zero). However, instead of linking the validity of equations to the presence or
absence of certain effects, he establishes all containment relations between the sublanguages.
8. Conclusion and future work
Wedefine type and effect systems for impure languageswith call-by-name evaluation and contracts. Contractmonitoring
comes in two variants: eager monitoring and delayed monitoring. A translation into a monadic metalanguage defines the
semantics of each variant. The type and effect systems enforce restrictions on contracts that enable the proof that erasing
contracts does not change the meaning of programs and that contract monitoring is idempotent. An interesting outcome of
the formalization is that eager monitoring is either too restrictive or destroys desirable properties of contract monitoring
for call-by-name languages. We demonstrate that delayed monitoring is practical by providing a novel implementation in
Haskell.
Although delayed monitoring has advantages to eager monitoring, it can have strange effects. Consider the following
Haskell function that searches a sorted list for a specific element.
search :: [Int] -> Int -> Bool
search [] _ = False
search (x:xs) y | x == y = True
| x > y = False
| otherwise = search xs y
This function requires that its input list is sorted. However, if the function checks the precondition lazily, then search
[1,102,42] 42 would not report a contract violation (because the function demands only the sorted prefix 1,102 of the
list) and returns False. It is unlikely that there is a variant of delayed monitoring which prohibits examples such as the one
just given.
Appendix A. Proofs for Section 4
Appendix A.1. Proof of Theorem 3
The following lemma allows us to eliminate structural contracts.
Lemma 3
1. Sv!(x : C1 → C2) S = Sv(λy.λx.!C2 (y (!C1 x))) S.
2. Sv!(C1 × C2) S = Svcase S of (y1, y2) : (!C1 y1, !C2 y2).
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Fig. A.16. Definition of. Only the last inference rule is non-trivial.
3. Sv!(C1 + C2) S = Svcase S of ini xi : ini (!Ci xi).
4. Sv!(C1 & C2) S = Sv!C1 (!C2 S).
Proof. By equational reasoning in the metalanguage using the equations Sv!C S = Sv(λx.!C x) S and
SvS = Sv(λx.x) S. 
The translation S′v is a variant of Sv ignoring contract enforcement. Its definition is identical to that of Sv in all cases
but contract enforcement:
S′v!C S ≡ let xS ⇐ S′vS in [xS]
It ignores contracts because, by eta-let, the right side is equal to S′vS.
Given a reduction sequence starting with a term SvS, we must now construct a corresponding reduction sequence
starting with S′vS. This existence proof requires a tiny syntactic modification of Cv which marks the lambda abstraction
that enforces a predicate contract. That is, we assume one modified clause in the translation that puts a λ•x.mark:
Cv?x.S ≡ λ•x.let xS ⇐ SvS in if xS then [x] else raiseb
Now we can see why we did not define S′v!C S directly as S′vS: with the definition of S′v given above, the results of
transforming a contract enforcement S = !(?x.S′) S′′ match up at the marked lambda
SvS = let xS ⇐ SvS′′ in (Cv?x.S′) xS
= let xS ⇐ SvS′′ in
(λ•x.let xS ⇐ SvS in if xS then [x] else raisee ) xS
S′vS = let xS ⇐ S′vS′′ in [xS]
Fig. A.16 togetherwith the following definition introduces amatching relation such that S′vS  SvS: Identical terms
match, that is, e  e, and additionally [e]  (λ•x.e′′) e′ if e  e′. This matching is reflected in the last line of Fig. A.16.
Definition 2. The relation e′  e is the smallest relation respecting all axioms and rules in Fig. A.16.
The relation′, e′  , e holds if and only if e′  e, Free(e) = Free(e′) ⊆ Dom()∩Dom(′), and, for all  ∈ Free(e),
′()  ().
The relation extends to contexts by  .
With this setup, we now can prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. By exhaustive application of Lemma 3, we may assume that S contains only predicate contracts.
To get a suitable inductionhypothesis,wehave to generalize the statement as follows. Given some0, e0 with∅, SvS ∗→
0, e0 and Free(e0) ⊆ Dom(0), a finite reduction sequence 0, e0 ∗→ , a with a ≡ [e] or a ≡ raiseu , and ′0, e′0
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with ∅, S′vS ∗→ ′0, e′0 such that ′0, e′0  0, e0. Then there is a finite reduction sequence ′0, e′0 ∗→ ′, a′ such that
′, a′  , a.
By construction of the relation, S′vS  SvS so the statement is applicable to the initial situation of the theorem. The
proof constructs the desired reduction sequence by induction on the length of 0, e0
∗→ , a.
For the base case, it holds that  = 0 and a = e0. Then the result holds trivially.
For the inductive case, it must be that e0 = M[E[el]] where el is a redex. Then e′0 = M′[E′[e′l]] withM′  M, E′  E,
and e′l  el because evaluation contexts neither traverse return expressions nor beta redexes. But there are two cases for
e′l  el: either e′l ≡ [e′′l ] and el ≡ (λ•x.e0l ) e1l with e′′l  e1l or e′l is also a redex.
In the latter case, it holds that 0, e0 → 1, e1 and ′0, e′0 → ′1, e′1 and ′1, e′1  1, e1. (This step requires a case
analysis of all redexes. The allocation case involves the choice of an address which is not in Dom(0) ∪ Dom(1).) We
conclude by applying the inductive hypothesis for ′1, e′1  1, e1.
In the former case, we exploit that the 0, e0 reduction sequence is finite and find that 0, el
∗→ 1, a1 (and hence
0,M[E[e′l]] ∗→ 1,M[E[a1]]) where a1 is either [e1l ] (consider the translation of a ?x.S) or raisee .
If a1 = raiseu (a user exception) then we can construct a context that distinguishes the terms e′0 and e0. Hence, this
case must be ruled out by the assumption that predicate contracts do not have exception effects.
If a1 = raiseb (a contract exception) thenwe have a contradiction to the assumption that e0 either terminates normally
or with a user exception.
If a1 = [e1l ] then M′[E′[[e′′l ]]]  M[E[[e1l ]]]. To obtain ′0,M′[E′[[e′′l ]]]  1,M[E[[e1l ]]] it is sufficient to assume
that predicate contracts do not have write effects. But then, because the evaluation of a contract takes at least one reduction
step, we can apply the inductive hypothesis to this matching pair of configurations to obtain the desired finite reduction
sequence for ′0, e′0. 
Appendix A.2. Proof of Theorem 5
To complete the proof of Theorem5,wemust show that CvC = CvCCvC for all contracts C. The proof is by induction
on C and equational reasoning in λML+×.
• Case C =?x.S.
(Cv?x.S  Cv?x.S) x
= let y ⇐ (Cv?x.S) x in (Cv?x.S) y
= let y ⇐ (let xS ⇐ SvS in if xS then [x] else raiseb ) in
let xS ⇐ SvS in if xS then [y] else raiseb
= let xS ⇐ SvS in let y ⇐ (if xS then [x] else raiseb ) in
let xS ⇐ SvS in if xS then [y] else raiseb{
by zero and let-sum
}
= let xS ⇐ SvS in
if xS then let xS ⇐ SvS in if xS then [x] else raiseb else raiseb{
by zero
}
= let xS ⇐ SvS in
if xS then (let x′S ⇐ SvS in if x′S then [x] else raiseb ) else (let x′S ⇐ SvS in raiseb){
by sum-let
}
= let xS ⇐ SvS in
let x′S ⇐ SvS in
if xS then if x′S then [x] else raiseb else raiseb{
because contracts do not write to memory repeat
}
= let xS ⇐ SvS in
let x′S ⇐ [xS] in
if xS then if x′S then [x] else raiseb else raise b
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= let xS ⇐ SvS in
if xS then if xS then [x] else raiseb else raise b
= let xS ⇐ SvS in if xS then [x] else raiseb
= (Cv?x.S) x
• Case C = x : C1 → C2.
(Cvx : C1 → C2  Cvx : C1 → C2) f
= let f ⇐ [λx.(CvC2  f  CvC1) x] in
[λx.(CvC2  f  CvC1)x]
= [λx.(CvC2  (λx.(CvC2  f  CvC1) x)  CvC1) x]
= [λx.(CvC2  (CvC2  f  CvC1)  CvC1) x]{
inductive hypothesis
}
= [λx.(CvC2  f  CvC1) x]
= (Cvx : C1 → C2) f
• Case C = C1 × C2.
(CvC1 × C2  CvC1 × C2) x
= let x ⇐ (case x of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 x2 in [(y1, y2)]) in
case x of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 x2 in [(y1, y2)]
= case x of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 x2 in let x ⇐ ([(y1, y2)]) in
case x of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 x2 in [(y1, y2)]
= case x of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 x2 in
case (y1, y2) of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 x2 in [(y1, y2)]
= case x of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 x2 in
let y1 ⇐ CvC1 y1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 y2 in [(y1, y2)]{
by swap because contracts do not write to memory and do not raise user exceptions
}
= case x of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y1 ⇐ CvC1 y1 in
let y2 ⇐ CvC2 x2 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 y2 in [(y1, y2)]{
by the inductive hypothesis
}
= case x of (x1, x2) : let y1 ⇐ CvC1 x1 in let y2 ⇐ CvC2 y2 in [(y1, y2)]
= CvC1 × C2 x
There is a slight issue with contract exceptions in the application of swap. Strictly speaking C2 and C1 cannot be
exchanged because they may rise different contract exceptions. However, they are guarded by the preceding C1 so
that C2 is only reached if contract C1 is valid. Thus, they are exchangeable in this context.• Case C = C1 + C2. Straightforward calculation and appeal to the inductive hypothesis.• Case C = C1 & C2.
(CvC1 & C2  CvC1 & C2) x{
because conjunction of contracts commutes
}
= (CvC2 & C1  CvC1 & C2) x
= (CvC2  CvC1  CvC1  CvC2) x{
inductive hypothesis
}
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= (CvC2  CvC1  CvC2) x
= (CvC2 & C1  CvC2) x{
because conjunction of contracts commutes
}
= (CvC1 & C2  CvC2) x
= (CvC1  CvC2  CvC2) x{
inductive hypothesis
}
= (CvC1  CvC2) x
= (CvC1 & C2) x
This finishes the proof of Theorem 5. 
Appendix B. Proofs for Section 5
Appendix B.1. Setup for the proof of Theorem 7
Again, we first show that all contracts can be reduced to predicate contracts by a suitable transformation and then
construct a reduction sequence without contracts from a sequence with contracts.
The following lemma establishes the elimination of structured contracts for the call-by-name case. Because the language
has effects, it is not possible to simple eta-expand a term of suitable type but rather the transformation must ensure that
the effects of the term happen first.
Lemma 4.
1. Sn!(x : C1 → C2) S = Snseq y ⇐ S; λx.!C2 (y (!C1 x)).
2. Sn!(C1 × C2) S = Snseq y ⇐ S; case y of (y1, y2) : (!C1 y1, !C2 y2).
3. Sn!(C1 + C2) S = Snseq y ⇐ S; case y of in1 x1 : in1 (!C1 x1); in2 x2 : in2 (!C2 x2).
4. Sn!(C1 & C2) S = Sn!C1 (!C2 S).
Proof. By calculation in the equational theory. 
A “contract dropping” variant S′n of the call-by-name transformation is defined exactly like Sn, except for contract
enforcement:
S′n!C S ≡ (λx.let y ⇐ x in [y]) S′nS
The translation S′n ignores the contract and it holds that
(λx.let y ⇐ x in [y])S′nS = S′nS
by beta and eta-let. We choose this slightly contorted identity because it matches up syntactically with the result of
Sn!(?x.S′) S, that is:
(λx.let y ⇐ x in (λ•x. let yS ⇐ SnS′ in
if yS then x else raiseb
) [y])SnS
Equivalent to the call-by-value setting, we provide a modified clause in the translation that puts a λx. mark for the
meaning preservation proof:
Cn?x.S ≡ λz.let y ⇐ z in (λ•x.let yS ⇐ SnS in if yS then x else raiseb ) [y]
The matching relation′ is defined analogously to in Fig. A.16 except for the final rule that relates the marked lambda
with a return expression:
e′ ′ e
[e′] ′ (λ•x.e1) [e]
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Appendix B.2. Proof of Theorem 9
We still need to prove that CnC = CnC ◦ CnC. The proof is by induction on C using equational calculation.
The proof relies on the typbility of C for the predicate contract and for contract conjunction. All remaining cases just
require the monadic laws and the inductive hypothesis.
Case ?x.S. In this step of the proof, SnS stands for the substitution SnS[x → [y]].
Cn?x.S ◦ Cn?x.S
=(λz.let y ⇐ z in (λx.let xS ⇐ SnS in
if xS then x else raiseb) [y]
) ◦ (λz.let y ⇐ z in (λx.let xS ⇐ SnS in
if xS then x else raiseb) [y]
)
=λz.let y ⇐ (let y ⇐ z in (λx.let xS ⇐ SnS in
if xS then x else raiseb) [y]
) in (λx.let xS ⇐ SnS in
if xS then x else raiseb) [y]
=λz.let y ⇐ z in let y ⇐ ((λx.let xS ⇐ SnS in
if xS then x else raiseb) [y]
) in (λx.let xS ⇐ SnS in
if xS then x else raiseb) [y]
=λz.let y ⇐ z in let y ⇐
⎛
⎝let xS ⇐ SnS in




⎝let xS ⇐ SnS in
if xS then [y] else raiseb
⎞
⎠
=λz.let y ⇐ z in let xS ⇐ SnS in let y ⇐ (if xS then [y] else raiseb) in
⎛
⎝let xS ⇐ SnS in






=λz.let y ⇐ z in let xS ⇐ SnS in (if xS then
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
let y ⇐ [y] in
let xS ⇐ SnS in





let y ⇐ raiseb in
let xS ⇐ SnS in










S ⇐ SnS in




by zero and sum-let
}
=λz.let y ⇐ z in let xS ⇐ SnS in let x′S ⇐ SnS in (if xS then if x′S then [y] else raiseb else raiseb){
by repeat as well-typed contracts do not write to memory
}
=λz.let y ⇐ z in let xS ⇐ SnS in let x′S ⇐ [xS] in (if xS then if x′S then [y] else raiseb else raiseb)
=λz.let y ⇐ z in let xS ⇐ SnS in (if xS then if xS then [y] else raiseb else raiseb)
=λz.let y ⇐ z in let xS ⇐ SnS in if xS then [y] else raiseb
=λz.let y ⇐ z in ((λx.let xS ⇐ SnS in if xS then x else raiseb) [y])
Case x : C1 → C2.
Cnx : C1 → C2 ◦ Cnx : C1 → C2
=(λz.let y ⇐ z in [λx.CnC2 (y (CnC1 x))]) ◦ (λz.let y ⇐ z in [λx.CnC2 (y (CnC1 x))])
=(λz.let y ⇐ (let y ⇐ z in [λx.CnC2 (y (CnC1 x))]) in [λx.CnC2 (y (CnC1 x))])
=(λz.let y ⇐ z in let y ⇐ ([λx.CnC2 (y (CnC1 x))]) in [λx.CnC2 (y (CnC1 x))])
=(λz.let y ⇐ z in [λx.CnC2 ((λx.CnC2 (y (CnC1 x))) (CnC1 x))])
=(λz.let y ⇐ z in [λx.CnC2 ((CnC2 (y (CnC1 (CnC1 x)))))]){
by the inductive hypothesis
}
=(λz.let y ⇐ z in [λx.((CnC2 (y ((CnC1 x)))))])
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Case C1 × C2.
CnC1 × C2 ◦ CnC1 × C2
=(λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of (x1, x2) : [(CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2)])
◦ (λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of (x1, x2) : [(CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2)])
=λz.let y ⇐ (let y ⇐ z in case y of (x1, x2) : [(CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2)]) in
case y of (x1, x2) : [(CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2)]
=λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of (x1, x2) : let y ⇐ ([(CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2)]) in
case y of (x1, x2) : [(CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2)]
=λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of (x1, x2) :
case (CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2) of (x1, x2) : [(CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2)]
=λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of (x1, x2) : [(CnC1 (CnC1 x1), CnC2 (CnC2 x2))]{
by the inductive hypothesis
}
=λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of (x1, x2) : [(CnC1 x1, CnC2 x2)]
Case C1 + C2.
CnC1 + C2 ◦ CnC1 + C2
=(λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]
)
◦ (λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]
)
=λz.let y ⇐ (let y ⇐ z in case y of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]
) in
case y of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]
=λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of in1 x1 : let y ⇐ [in1 (CnC1 x1)] in (case y of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]);
in2 x2 : let y ⇐ [in2 (CnC2 x2)] in case y of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]
=λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of in1 x1 : (case (in1 (CnC1 x1)) of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]);
in2 x2 : case (in2 (CnC2 x2)) of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]
=λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 (CnC1 x1))];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 (CnC2 x2))]{
by the inductive hypothesis
}
=λz.let y ⇐ z in case y of in1 x1 : [in1 (CnC1 x1)];
in2 x2 : [in2 (CnC2 x2)]
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Case C1 & C2.
CnC1 & C2 ◦ CnC1 & C2
=(λz.CnC1 (CnC2 z)) ◦ (λz.CnC1 (CnC2 z))
=λz.CnC1 (CnC2 (CnC1 (CnC2 z))){
as C is typable, Lemma 2 is applicable
}




=CnC1 & C2 
Appendix C. Delayed contract monitoring for call-by-name
Appendix C.1. On meaning preservation
This section is about meaning preservation for the framework with delayed contracts. Basically, we want to consider
e0 = SlS, the call-by-name translation of a term, and evaluate it to an answer e0 →∗ a0. (For the informal explanation,
we omit the store component of the reduction relation →.) This answer might be a returned value of the form [v∗] or an
exception raiseu.
We can be certain of this form because we are only looking at terms from the image of the call-by-name translation. In
this case, v∗ must be a translated value as defined by the following grammar, which describes the output of the monadic
call-by-name translation after closing it under reduction.While the variable y’s type is nevermonadic, x’s is alwaysmonadic.
v∗ ::= y | 





| let y ⇐ e∗ in e∗
| v∗ e∗
| case v∗ of (x1, x2) : e∗
| case v∗ of in1 x1 : e∗;
in2 x2 : e∗
| raisee
| try e∗ catche.e∗
| refe∗
| get v∗
| set v∗ e∗
The monadic translation only generates terms with stratified types as follows:
u ::= ∗ | reft | t × t | t + t | t −→ t
t ::= T(u)
We want to relate the answer a0 to the answer of a version of e0 with a contract, let’s say e
′
0 ≡ ClCρ x e(e0) in case
e′0 →∗ a′0.
What should be the relation between a′0 and a0 or, better yet, the relation between e′0 and e0? The answer has several
facets. First, we only give an answer for the case that both e0 and e
′
0 terminate yielding the respective answers. Second,
there is a direct component about the evaluation to the answer that just says that e′0 may raise a blame exception when
e0 computes another answer. Third, there is an indirect component that makes similar statements about the parts of the
answers, in case it is a function, a pair, or an injection into a sum.
These requirements together give rise to a relationwhich relates two valid type judgments of λML+× configurations.
′  ′, e′ : t′    , e : t
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For this relation to hold, Dom(′) = Dom() = Dom(′) = Dom() are required. That is, the only free variables in the
expressions are store addresses. Furthermore, t′  t and, ∀x ∈ Dom(), ′(x)  (x) with the relation defined on types
as follows:






t′1  t1 t′2  t2
t′1 × t′2  t1 × t2
t′1  t1 t′2  t2
t′1 + t′2  t1 + t2
t′1  t1 t′2  t2
t′1 −→ t′2  t1 −→ t2
The values in the store also have to be related, that is, ∀ ∈ Dom(), it must hold that
′  ′, ′() : ′()    ,() : ()
Under these conditions, we define first, what it means for two answers to be related.
′  ′, raiseb : t′    , [v∗] : t ′  ′, raiseb : t′    , raiseu : t
′  ′, raiseu : t′    , raiseu : t 
′  ′, v′∗ : u′    , v∗ : u
′  ′, [v′∗] : T′(u′)    , [v∗] : T(u)
′  ′, () : ∗    , () : ∗ ′  ′,  : reft′    ,  : reft
′  ′, e′1 : t′1    , e1 : t1 ′  ′, e′2 : t′2    , e2 : t2
′  ′, (e′1, e′2) : t′1 × t′2    , (e1, e2) : t1 × t2
′  ′, e′1 : t′1    , e1 : t1
′  ′, in1 e′1 : t′1 + t′2    , in1 e1 : t1 + t2
′  ′, e′2 : t′2    , e2 : t2
′  ′, in2 e′2 : t′1 + t′2    , in2 e2 : t1 + t2
(∀z, z′)′  ′, z : t′1    , z : t1 ⇒ ′  ′, (λx.e′2) z′ : t′2    , (λx.e2) z : t2
′  ′, λx.e′2 : t′1 −→ t′2    , λx.e2 : t1 −→ t2
Next, we extend the relation to non-answers by adding pairs of expressions that reduce to related answers.
′, e′ →∗ ′1, a′ , e →∗ 1, a ′1  ′1, a′ : T′(t′)  1  1, a : T(t)
′  ′, e′ : T′(t′)    , e : T(t)
Now let us assume that
′  ′0, e′0 : T′(u′)    0, e0 : T(u)
and then prove that
′  ′0, σ (Cl)w e C(e′0) : T′(u′)    0, e0 : T(u)
for some contract C ρ T(u) T′(u′) and all type preserving substitutions σ that map variables to terms of the form [v′].
In general, the terms may be wrapped in a suitable evaluation context, but no evaluation context binds a variable, so it is ok
to ignore the evaluation context.
The proof is by induction on C. In all cases, we suppose that 0, e0 →∗ 1, a, for some irreducible answer a. Then
soundness tells us that either a ≡ [v] or a ≡ raisee , where the latter is only possible if e ∈ . We now provide the details
for each case.
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Case ?ξ.P: Let’s look at ′0, σ (Cl?ξ.Pρ w e)(e′0)where e′0 →∗ a′:
≡ ′0, (λz.let y ⇐ z in
let x ⇐ new-boxρ in
let x1 ⇐ new-boxρ in
...
let xn ⇐ new-boxρ in
let ⇐ fill-box e [y] in
let ⇐ fill-box (some x) [y] in
let ⇐ add-to-cstorew ((λξ.let yS ⇐ σ(PP) in if yS then [()] else raiseb ) [y]) in
let ⇐ check-cstorew in
((λξ.λξ1. . . . λξn.IBξ Pw) (some x) (some x1) . . . (some xn)) y)(e′0)
→∗ ′1, let y ⇐ a′ in
let x ⇐ new-boxρ in
let x1 ⇐ new-boxρ in
...
let xn ⇐ new-boxρ in
let ⇐ fill-box e [y] in
let ⇐ fill-box (some x) [y] in
let ⇐ add-to-cstorew ((λξ.let yS ⇐ σ(PP) in if yS then [()] else raiseb ) [y]) in
let ⇐ check-cstorew in
((λξ.λξ1. . . . λξn.IBξ Pw) (some x) (some x1) . . . (some xn)) y
There are three possibilities for a′. If a′ ≡ raisee , then that exception propagates through the whole expression and
becomes the result. In case that a′ ≡ raiseb , amay be another exception or a real result. For all other exceptions, a ≡ a′.
If a′ ≡ [v′], then a ≡ [v], for some v, (by assumption) and the reduction continues:
→ ′1, let x ⇐ new-boxρ in
let x1 ⇐ new-boxρ in
...
let xn ⇐ new-boxρ in
let ⇐ fill-box e [v]′ in
let ⇐ fill-box (some x) [v]′ in
let ⇐ add-to-cstorew ((λξ.let yS ⇐ σ(PP) in if yS then [()] else raiseb ) [v′]) in
let ⇐ check-cstorew in
((λξ.λξ1. . . . λξn.IBξ Pw) (some x) (some x1) . . . (some xn)) v′
new-boxρ and fill-box only have a read and write effect on the system region
→∗ ′1, let ⇐ add-to-cstorew
(
(λξ.let yS ⇐ σ(PP) in if yS then [()] else raiseb ) [v′]) in
let ⇐ check-cstorew in
((λξ.λξ1. . . . λξn.IBξ Pw) (some ) (some 1) . . . (some n)) v′
add-to-cstore only has a read and write effect on the system region
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→∗ ′1, let ⇐ check-cstorew in
((λξ.λξ1. . . . λξn.IBξ Pw) (some ) (some 1) . . . (some n)) v′
check-cstore has a read effect on the system region and terminates either by
returning ∗ or by raising the blame exception.
→∗ ′1, let ⇐ ac in ((λξ.λξ1. . . . λξn.IBξ Pw) (some ) (some 1) . . . (some n)) v′
Due to the typing of check-cstore either ac ≡ raiseb or ac ≡ [()]. In particular, non-termination cannot occur because it
is not in the effect of check-cstore . In the first case, the final answer is raiseb , in the other case we have to consider
IBξ Pw[ξ → ](v′)
Fortunately, we can prove by induction on B that, for correctly types B and v′, IBw[ξ → ](v′)  v′ and vice versa, which
proves the claim. In both cases, the final store is ′1.
Case ξ : C1 → C2: Due to typing, we know that if a ≡ [v] then v ≡ λy.f .
Now consider the expansion of the function contract.
→∗ ′1, let y ⇐ a′ in
let ⇐ fill-box e [y] in
let ⇐ check-cstorew in
σ([λq.let y′ ⇐ new-boxρ in (λξ.(ClC2ρ w none ◦ y ◦ ClC1ρ w somey′) q)[y′]])
If a′ ≡ raisee or a′ ≡ raiseb , then that is also the result.
If a′ ≡ [λy.f ′], then the reduction continues as follows.
→ ′1, let ⇐ fill-box e [λy.f ′] in
let ⇐ check-cstorew in
σ([λq.let y′ ⇐ new-boxρ in (λξ.(ClC2ρ w none ◦ (λy.f ′) ◦ ClC1ρ w somey′) q)[y′]])
fill-box has only read/write effects on the system region
→ ′1, let ⇐ check-cstorew in
σ([λq.let y′ ⇐ new-boxρ in (λξ.(ClC2ρ w none ◦ (λy.f ′) ◦ ClC1ρ w somey′) q)[y′]])
check-cstore has read/write effects on the system region and may raise blame
→∗ ′1, let ⇐ ac in
σ([λq.let y′ ⇐ new-boxρ in (λξ.(ClC2ρ w none ◦ (λy.f ′) ◦ ClC1ρ w somey′) q)[y′]])
If ac ≡ raiseb , then the final result is ′1, raiseb .
If ac ≡ [()], then the result is
σ([λq.let y′ ⇐ new-boxρ in (λξ.(ClC2ρ w none ◦ (λy.f ′) ◦ ClC1ρ w somey′) q)[y′]]) and we have to use the rule for
function
types to check that this function is [λy.f ].
Thus, for all z′ : t′1  z : t1, it must be that
σ(λq.let y′ ⇐ new-boxρ in (λξ.(ClC2ρ w none ◦ (λy.f ′) ◦ ClC1ρ w somex) q)[x′])z′ : t′2  (λy.f )z : t2.
Reduction yields let y′ ⇐ new-boxρ in σ(λξ.(ClC2ρ w none◦(λy.f ′)◦ClC1ρ w somey′) z′)[y′] : t′2  f [y → z] : t2.
Because new-box only affects the system regions, the left side further reduces to σ(λξ.(ClC2ρ w none ◦ (λy.f ′) ◦
ClC1ρ w somex) z′)[′] : t′2  f [y → z] : t2.
The result of the remaining reduction on the left hand side can be expressed by another substitution σ ′ = σ [x → [′]]
so that σ ′(ClC2ρ w none ◦ (λy.f ′) ◦ ClC1ρ w somex) z′ : t′2  f [y → z] : t2.
Because the free variables only appear in the contracts, this judgment is equivalent to (σ ′ClC2ρ w none ◦ (λy.f ′) ◦
σ ′ClC1ρ w somex) z′ : t′2  f [y → z] : t2.
By induction, we have that σ ′ClC1ρ w somexz′ : t′1  z : t1.
Because λy.f ′  λy.f holds by assumption, it follows that (λy.f ′)(σ ′ClC1ρ w somexz′) : t′2  (λy.f )z : t2.
By induction, we may further conclude σ ′(ClC2ρ w none) (λy.f ′)(σ ′ClC1ρ w somexz′) : t′2  (λy.f )z : t2.
Case C1 × C2: Due to typing, we know that if a ≡ [v], then v ≡ (e1, e2).
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The expansion of the delayed pair contract yields
→∗ ′1, let y ⇐ a′ in
let ⇐ fill-box e [y] in
let ⇐ check-cstorew in
case y of (x1, x2) : σ [(ClC1ρ w none x1, ClC2ρ w none x2)]
If a′ ≡ raisee or a′ ≡ raiseb , then that is also the result.
If a′ ≡ [(e′1, e′2)], then the reduction continues as follows.
→∗ ′1, let ⇐ fill-box e [(e′1, e′2)] in
let ⇐ check-cstorew in
case (e′1, e′2) of (x1, x2) : σ [(ClC1ρ w none x1, ClC2ρ w none x2)]
fill-box has only system read/write effects
→ ′1, let ⇐ check-cstorew in
case (e′1, e′2) of (x1, x2) : σ [(ClC1ρ w none x1, ClC2ρ w none x2)]
check-cstore has read/write effects on the system region and may raise blame
→ ′1, let ⇐ ac in
case (e′1, e′2) of (x1, x2) : σ [(ClC1ρ w none x1, ClC2ρ w none x2)]
If ac is an exception, then it is propagated and determines the final result.
Otherwise, the resulting configuration is
≡ ′1,
[(
σ(ClC1ρ w none e′1), σ (ClC2ρ w none e′2)
)]
Now we can conclude by induction that both σ(ClC1ρ w none e′1) : t′1  e1 : t1 and σ1(ClC2ρ w none e′2) : t′2  e2 :
t2.
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